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CSX Rail Station: Martinsburg, WV

One of the largest Class 1 railroads in the country, CSX 
Transportation owns a vast expanse of railways across the 
U.S. and heavily relies on the smooth operation of its 
railways and rail stations for effective delivery of goods and 
services. One vital aspect of rail station building and 
construction is ensuring that the annular space beneath the 
railway tracks is effectively filled to stabilize the tracks, 
protect underlying utilities, and prevent any accidents that 
could occur due to soil destabilization. This was certainly of 
primary concern at the rail station in Martinsburg, WV, 
which recently underwent significant construction.

The use of Aerix’s Aerlite on this project both protected the 
utilities underneath the railway track by fully encapsulating 
them and reducing the vibration they experience and by 
providing high compressive strength and stability for the track 
itself, ensuring long-term performance and safe train 
passage for years to come.

Until recently, the railway at the Martinsburg, WV CSX rail 
station was operating above a network of water and sewer 
lines that occupied an empty annular space. Filling the annu-
lar space underneath railway tracks is important for stabiliza-
tion and requires a material that will not absorb moisture or 
compress underneath the significant weight of passing trains. 
Because of these considerations, CSX chose to use Aerix’s 
Aerlite non-pervious low-density cellular concrete (LDCC) to 
fill the annular space between the 12” sewer line and the 10” 
water line that existed underneath the railway tracks at Mar-
tinsburg.

The three-person installation crew from Virginia-based install-
er CJGeo completed this application in one short afternoon, 
installing 33 cubic yards of Aerlite LDCC to fill the annular 
space up to 200 feet in length. Aerlite provided the stability 
required for this heavily trafficked rail station, which sees 
upwards of 25 trains each day. “Placing cellular lightweight 
concrete under an active rail track has potential challenges 
due to vibration, and Aerix assisted in mitigating those 
concerns,” said James Corbin, project manager for CJ Geo.


